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Tablet and laptop charging stations ---Tablet Trolley
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Model MS-TABPD30AC

charge
MS-TABPD40AC
charge

MS-TABPD50AC
charge

MS-TABPD60AC
charge

MS-TABPD75AC
Charge

MS-TABPD30-USB MS-TABPD40-USB MS-TABPD50- MS-TABPD60-USB MS-TABPD75-USB

Charging port: power socket or USB for choosing.
3 inch high quality castor with brake and ergonomic handle is easy to charge mobile use.
 With handle bar that easy for trolley move
 Circular arc aluminum alloy skeleton material.Strong and durable, light weight and easy mobility.Antistatic and scratch
resistant.

With cooling fan system. According to customer demand, it can also choose more cost-effective cooling fan.
Power management system: Temporal power supply, multi-mode timing, overload protection and digital display

Characteristic

Specification

 It can support 30/40/50/60/75 tablets charging.
With leakage protection and overload protection: To prevent short circuit leakage and protect the personal safety.
Totally enclosed security structure for safety storage.

MS-TABPD30-USB
charge

MS-TABPD40-USB
charge

MS-TABPD50-
UsB charge

MS-TABPD60-USB
charge

MS-TABPD75-USB
charge

Support equipment
qty. 30 40 50 60 75
Dimention (mm) 560*600*855 700*600*855 865*600*855 700*600*1105 840*600*1105
N.W./KG 50 65 70 80 95
Support equipment
Size
Charge mode/AC

Charge mode/USB
Power cord
Guarantee
Package
Optional Optional parts  for

choice
Sequential power
supply

Lighting

Output: AC;
A built-in device for constant current and constant voltage;
With leakage protection and overload protection.
5V DC charging. Each port 2.0A. With self recognition, automatic overload protection function.

When the master switch power on, the PDUs will power on in order.

Automatic infrared LED lighting. When open the door, it'll be lighting.

Power cord 3G1.5mm2 3M
Electrical components: 2 years
Pallet+Carton

Support volume 320*205*32 mm maximum tablet.           It can provide tablet management and
storage,



NOTE:
1. MOQ 20pcs for each model and each color
2. There're four different colors--- RED , Black , Silver  and Blue  for your
reference.


